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Holding Gears in Place for 
Quick Operations

SMW Autoblok of Wheeling, IL, has
a chucking solution for gear companies
needing just-in-time production of small
lot sizes and changing from one part to
another.

“Every customer I’ve ever talked to
says that the industry is moving in our
direction. The segment of the market
that’s growing the most is the smaller
jobs like the ones we specialize in,” says
Sid Roth, president of SMW.

SMW’s DFR-ABS line of quick jaw-
change diaphragm chucks are designed
for quantities of smaller batches requir-
ing frequent changeovers of the chuck
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The Type C jaw from SMW is the most accurate for finish clamping gear teeth.

jaws and locators. 
The DFR-ABS chuck is guaranteed to

within 2–3 microns. It’s commonly used
for the final machining of gears after the
hardening process. The chucks can also be
used in other hard turning, grinding and
precision turning operations, Roth says. 

An initial set-up of the chuck is
required to “dial-in” the jaws with a mas-
ter gear. Ordinarily this is done by SMW
(not the user); it’s never necessary to
repeat this process, and this is what
allows the quick change of the jaws. The
chucks can be changed from one part to
another in minutes, depending on the
operator. That includes changing three
jaws and the pull-down locator, which
gives the part’s axial location when the
jaws close. 

The jaws will pull the workpiece
down slightly when they close and the
locator provides a positive stop so the
face of the gear is completely flat and
parallel to the opposite side face.
Therefore, when a cutting tool is run
across the face of the gear, the cut is par-
allel to the opposite side face and the part
turns out cylindrical after the gear’s bore
is machined.

Three types of jaws are used for
clamping with the DFR-ABS. Type A

jaws use standard master jaws and
inserts to clamp on the outside diameter
of a gear. They can be machined for new
jobs and changeovers. Type A’s are pro-
vided with a set-up ring so the inserts can
be turned to the proper diameter. 

Type B jaws are designed with steel
balls to clamp in the gear pitchline. The
pin clamping jaws locate and clamp in
the tooth spaces of the gear, and the
clamping is only as accurate as the toler-
ance of the tooth spaces.

Type C jaws are designed with a sin-
gle clamping pin for use in the pitchline
of the gear. This type has the highest
accuracy for clamping in finished gear
teeth. Included in the workholding is a
micrometer fine adjustment so the
clamping pins can be dialed in exactly on
the centerline with a master gear and a
prelocator pin.

The latest version of the chuck, called
the DFR-ABS KOMBI, uses both radial
clamping jaws and axial swing clamps.
This product is designed for thin-wall
gears and for other thin-wall parts that
would ordinarily be distorted by radially
clamping with three jaws. When the
KOMBI first clamps the gear, the jaws
center the gear on the chuck. The swing

Type A jaws can be machined for new jobs and
changeovers.
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clamps then clamp the face of the gear,
and the clamping jaws open so there is
no radial force on the part during
machining. The double action requires a
hydraulic clamping cylinder with two
independent pistons, with one piston
actuating the clamping jaws and the
other actuating the swing clamps.

Both the DRF-ABS standard and the
KOMBI versions allow either one or two

media (air and coolant) to pass through
the chuck. The air is a part-sensing medi-
um that ensures the part is properly seat-
ed on the locator so that when the gear
comes into contact with the airflow hole,
it stops the flow of air and signals that
the gear is in the proper position. The
second medium comes through the spin-
dle to a spray nozzle in the center of a
part locator. This medium, either air or

coolant, flushes away chips and cools
the machining process. 

Roth believes that SMW’s quick-
change chucks offer a significant advan-
tage over traditional gear chucks.

The ITW Workholding Group, which
includes NA Woodworth, Sheffer
Collet, Logansport Cylinder, and SP
Manufac-turing products, set the chuck-
ing standard for the gear industry
decades ago by inventing the universal
gear chuck. 

ITW’s universal gear chuck utilizes a
spring-steel diaphragm to create chuck-
ing pressure on internal or external sur-
faces. Plain diameter and pitch-line
chuck clamps range from 2–54". It’s
most commonly used for gears because
it can hold 1/3 dimensions over wire
plus 5/10 for interchanging gear pin
holders. 

According to ITW, part changeovers
with the universal gear chuck takes sev-
eral minutes, and accuracy is guaranteed
within 0.0001". 

“The universal gear chuck lets the
customer use a modular chucking
approach which allows basically a high
accuracy chuck for moderate prices,”
says Jim McPhall, project manger at
ITW Workholding.

Machine Broaches Unusual 
Sized Gears

To an Elmass machine, the ideal
Help Wanted ad would read:
Manufacturer needs small machine for
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Type B jaws can only clamp as accurately as
the tolerance of the tooth spaces.
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production of splines, keyways, internal
spur gears and other shapes. Must be able
to make unusual sized spur gears, like 80
mm long teeth in a 6 mm bore. Must be
broaching-type machine capable of high-
volume production of keyways, but can
index other parts to cut because other-
wise needed for low-volume production. 

That would be an ad to an Elmass ver-
tical broaching machine. After all, that’s
the job it was designed to do.

And to cover several size ranges,
Elmass Production of Halle, Belgium,
developed three models of that vertical
broaching machine. Released in July, the
latest models are the P36-700 NC and the
P36-500 NC. The third model is the P20-
250 NC.

The largest model is the 700 version.
It can cut with a force of up to 3.6 tons,
and its cutters can reach 700 mm down
inside a bore to create spur gear teeth.
The 500 model can also cut with a force
of up to 3.6 tons. Its cutters can reach 500
mm inside a bore. The smallest model,
the 250, cuts with a force of up to 2.0
tons and can reach 250 mm inside a bore.

Besides maximum bore lengths, the
models also have minimum bore diame-
ters. The 250 model must have a bore
diameter of at least 6 mm. Smaller than
that is too small for its toolbar. The 700
model can operate in a bore as small as
24 mm in diameter.

The Elmass machine isn’t a conven-
tional broaching machine, though. A nor-
mal gear broach cuts all of a gear’s teeth
at the same time. The Elmass models
index their parts, so they cut gear teeth
one tooth space at a time.

“Compared with those broaches, our
system is slow,” says Martin Forrer,
managing director of Elmass’ Brisbane
operation, Elmass (Australia) Pty. Ltd.

As an example of its broaching, the
machine’s 250 model cuts by lowering its
guided toolbar bush into a workpiece
bore. The cutter then extends out of the
guide bush and begins cutting a spur gear
tooth.

According to Forrer, the guide bush
is what lets the cutter make long cuts in

long, thin bores, like the 250’s ability to
cut an 80 mm long gear inside a 6 mm
bore.

Forrer says the guide bush prevents
deflection of the toolbar, prevents mis-
alignment of its cutting tip and neutral-
izes its cutting forces, reducing vibration
so the cutter can create fine tooth sur-
faces. Forrer adds the machine can

improve gears’ surface finishes because
the cutters’ tooth shapes are made pre-
cisely, with no side clearance, and
because the guide bush reduces vibration.

“We are guided all the way through,”
Forrer says. 

The machine can create gears as close
as 15 microns to their specified dimen-
sions. All three models cut internal spur
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teeth up to H7 in quality according to
DIN 3962, 3963 and 3965. Depending
on gear size, H7 quality can be between
Q9 to Q11 using AGMA 2000-A88.

The machine can cut spur teeth in
bronze, metals, special-grade stainless
steels and many industrial plastics, and
they can cut them in difficult configura-
tions, like two timed gears with different
tooth depths or a long part with a short

gear in its center.
As a broaching-type machine, the

Elmass machine creates chips much like
conventional broaching machines.
During cutting, the chip curls in front of
the cutting teeth. If the chip gets too
long, it just breaks off and falls down.

Also like conventional gear broaches,
Elmass broaches can be resharpened
with a normal surface grinder. And the

tools don’t lose their tolerances because
only the cutting interface is sharpened,
not the sides.

“We never touch the shape,” Forrer
says.

As for dimensions and weight, the
250 model is 0.65 m deep, 1.05 m wide,
2.6 m high and weighs 950 kg—a little
more than a ton. The 500 and 700 mod-
els are 0.8 m deep, 2.35 m wide and
weigh about 1,100 kg. The 500 model is
2.7 m high, while the 700 model is 3.05
m high. The machine’s cutting speed is
stepless adjustable and has an upper
limit of 15 m/min.

All three models also can be pro-
grammed to use English, German,
French or Dutch and are available from
Elmass’ Belgium headquarters and its
Brisbane operation.

Forrer adds the system is flexible. By
changing the cutter, the machine can be
used to manufacture other shapes,
including splines, keyways, hexagons,
and oil grooves for vacuum pumps. And
Elmass can manufacture its cutters to a
variety of shapes. Also, cutters can
include a chamfer, getting rid of a man-
ufacturing step. 

“It’s a multipurpose machine,” Forrer
says. “It’s use is very universal.” r
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Do you have an idea for a 
Revolutions article?

Contact Joseph Hazelton,
Associate Editor, at
Gear Technology
P.O. Box 1426 
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
hazelton@geartechnology.com
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